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Linearized modal stability theory has shown that the thermocapillary spreading of a liquid film on
a homogeneous, completely wetting surface can produce a rivulet instability at the advancing front
due to formation of a capillary ridge. Mechanisms that drain fluid from the ridge can stabilize the
flow against rivulet formation. Numerical predictions from this analysis for the film speed, shape,
and most unstable wavelength agree remarkably well with experimental measurements even though
the linearized disturbance operator is non-normal, which allows transient growth of perturbations.
Our previous studies using a more generalized nonmodal stability analysis for contact lines models
describing partially wetting liquids 共i.e., either boundary slip or van der Waals interactions兲 have
shown that the transient amplification is not sufficient to affect the predictions of eigenvalue
analysis. In this work we complete examination of the various contact line models by studying the
influence of an infinite and flat precursor film, which is the most commonly employed contact line
model for completely wetting films. The maximum amplification of arbitrary disturbances and the
optimal initial excitations that elicit the maximum growth over a specified time, which quantify the
sensitivity of the film to perturbations of different structure, are presented. While the modal results
for the three different contact line models are essentially indistinguishable, the transient dynamics
and maximum possible amplification differ, which suggests different transient dynamics for
completely and partially wetting films. These differences are explained by the structure of the
computed optimal excitations, which provides further basis for understanding the agreement
between experiment and predictions of conventional modal analysis. © 2006 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2345372兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Efforts to manipulate fluid flow with microelectromechanical devices 共MEMS兲 have directed attention to the
dominant role of surface forces in controlling the movement
of thin liquid films.1–3 Because of their small size, these micronic devices contain large surface to volume ratios, thereby
producing a liquid environment that is highly susceptible to
stresses at the air-liquid or liquid-solid interface.4 For simple
fluids, large surface stresses can arise from thermal or composition variations at the air-liquid surface. In particular, the
behavior of thin Newtonian liquid films driven to spread by
thermocapillary forcing has been studied during the past few
years.5–20 A thin wetting film in contact with a solid surface
bearing a thermal gradient experiences a surface shear stress
that forces the liquid to spread from warmer to cooler regions. Complete surface coverage may be compromised by
the nucleation of holes or dry spots in the spreading film or
by a rivulet instability at the leading edge that can leave
strips of the surface dry and exposed. Careful manipulation
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of the forces responsible for spreading, however, will suppress the rivulet instability. Application of a counterflow7 can
prevent rivulet formation at the advancing front of spreading
films and encourage complete surface coverage.21 Furthermore, dynamic adjustment of the local temperature gradient
based on continuous optical feedback has been used to inhibit the rivulet instability in otherwise unstable flows.22
Thermocapillary driven spreading provides a good prototype
for understanding the strong influence surface stresses can
exert and how these stresses affect the dynamics and stability
of thin liquid films.
Experimental studies of thermocapillary driven films in
both vertical23–26 and horizontal27 orientations have shown
that larger thermal gradients produce thinner spreading films
that develop a capillary ridge at the spreading front. As the
spreading proceeds, this ridge is observed to separate into
numerous equally spaced rivulets or “fingers.” A typical example of the shape transformation leading to the fingering
instability is shown in Fig. 1. By contrast, smaller applied
gradients produce thicker films with no ridge formation or
subsequent fingering at the spreading front.21 The dynamics
of the forced spreading process and the conditions leading to
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FIG. 1. Optical micrograph reproduced from Fig. 2 of Ref. 23 showing the
evolution of a fingering instability at the advancing front of a silicon oil film
共 = 20 mPa s兲 on a silicon wafer. The applied thermal stress was 
= 0.18 Pa. The instability wavelength, which remains constant in time, was
approximately 500 m. The time corresponding to each image is 共a兲
1.5 min, 共b兲 6.5 min, 共c兲 10 min, and 共d兲 17 min.

unstable flow seem well captured by linear modal stability
analysis for both large and small thermal gradients. Numerical solutions have successfully described the speed and shape
of the spreading film before rivulet formation, as well as the
range of stability, the perturbed shape, and the wavelength
selection for unstable flow.6,7 This analysis has also confirmed that the additional presence of significant gravitational drainage in thicker, vertically climbing films drains
fluid from the front to eliminate the ridge, thereby stabilizing
the spreading process against frontal breakup. These studies
suggest that any mechanism that can effectively draw liquid
out from under the capillary ridge will prevent rivulet formation and produce complete surface coverage, at least for the
case of completely wetting fluids.
Rivulet formation in thermocapillary driven films is but
one manifestation of a generic fingering instability that occurs in wetting films driven to spread across a dry surface.28
The same instability has been observed in films driven to
spread by gravity,29–31 centrifugation,32–34 or a blowing gas
stream.32 For the most part, agreement with the linearized
modal description has been quite good. As first observed for
gravitationally driven flows,35,36 however, the linearized operator governing the evolution of disturbances is non-normal
in form. Because of this non-normality, the usual eigenanalysis identifying the most unstable wavelength predicts only
the asymptotic behavior of the linearized dynamical system
as t → ⬁. In general, the eigenanalysis may not predict the
spreading dynamics at finite times during which large transient growth may occur.
It has been suggested in the literature that certain nonmodal systems can produce tremendous amplification of initially small disturbances at early or intermediate times that
may eclipse the asymptotic behavior and induce nonlinear
effects.35,37–41 The transient behavior of disturbances to thermally driven films has recently been examined for two different models used to relieve the stress singularity at the
moving contact line: a structured precursor film whose shape
is governed by van der Waals interactions8 and slip at the
liquid-solid interface.9,10,14 The ability to specify the slip coefficient and contact angle independently allows this latter
model to account for partially wetting liquids. These investigations indicate that transient growth is relatively unimpor-

tant in thermally driven films but that the magnitude and
duration of this growth can depend strongly on the contact
line model employed. In this present work, this transient
analysis is extended to models of thermocapillary spreading
based on a flat precursor film, which is the most widely used
model for spreading films with various driving forces.42,43
This study is an extension of our recent studies8–10,44 of
the transient dynamics and optimal excitations for other contact line models. The flat precursor film model used in this
investigation is based on the presence of a precursor film of
uniform thickness beyond the nominal contact line42,45 and is
used to model completely wetting fluids. This precursor film
can be coated onto a substrate or can develop as the result of
evaporation and condensation processes or surface diffusion
at the advancing front of the spreading film. Such a precursor
film has been observed in slowly advancing, wetting films
driven by thermal gradients,21 making this boundary condition a relevant choice for this analysis.
Emphasis is placed on determining the structure of perturbations that experience the most amplification, which differs significantly for each contact line model. Both thin films
with capillary ridges and thicker films, in which gravitational
drainage suppresses ridge formation, are considered. The results reveal the evolution of an initial disturbance toward the
eigenfunction described by modal analysis, what type of initial conditions most effectively excite the mean flow to produce rivulets at the spreading front, and on what time scales
the transient behavior crosses over to the asymptotic solutions.
While there are many recent theoretical and computational studies of thin liquid films driven to spread by thermocapillary stresses or gravity,6–16,46–52 this is the first investigation to compute explicitly the optimal excitations for
thermocapillary spreading with the common precursor film
model. When compared to results for the slip model10 for
partially wetting fluids, the results provide insights into the
influence of wetting properties on the amplification of disturbances and reveal important differences between the models,
as discussed in Secs. III and V below. Furthermore, as detailed in Sec. II, the gravitational counterflow that drains the
capillary ridge for thicker climbing films can significantly
alter the dynamics. The influence of this 共convective兲 term
on the dynamics11,12,53 is much richer than that of the stabilizing 共diffusive兲 hydrostatic term that can become significant for films falling along slightly inclined planes.35,44 The
transient behavior and optimal excitations for this case are
found to differ from the more extensively investigated regime of thinner films in which drainage is negligible.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The equations governing the behavior of a thermally
driven film in either vertical or horizontal geometry have
been derived previously.6,7 For brevity, only the relevant
equations for a vertically climbing film in the presence and
absence of gravitational drainage are presented. The formulation is easily extended to any angle of inclination with
respect to the horizontal. The reader is referred to earlier
work6,7 for details of the complete derivation including jus-
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of a liquid film climbing a vertical substrate
under the action of a constant shear stress, . Thicker climbing films are also
subject to gravitational drainage represented by the opposing acceleration, g.

tification of the relevant scalings and boundary conditions
used.
Consider the thermocapillary driven flow of a completely wetting, Newtonian liquid film of density  and viscosity . The liquid is supplied from a source at constant
flux. Immersed in the liquid reservoir is a vertical substrate
bearing a constant thermal gradient whose warmer side is
located at the lower end of the substrate. For sufficiently thin
films, the Biot number is small, and the applied vertical temperature gradient at the liquid-solid surface is equal to that at
the air-liquid interface. Application of a linear thermal gradient produces a constant shear stress, , that drives the liquid film up the plate. Gravitational drainage can lessen the
upwardly directed flux. Within the lubrication approximation
and near the front of the spreading film, there exists an inner
region of the flow where capillary forces are significant since
the interface must bend to meet the solid surface. Here, the
evolution of the local film thickness, h̄共x , y , t兲, is governed
by6–8,54

 h̄
 t̄

+
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where g denotes gravitational acceleration and ␥ is the surface tension. Within this small inner region, the viscosity 
and surface tension ␥ in the capillary force term are assumed
constant.6 The coordinate system is defined such that x represents the vertical direction of flow, y the spanwise direction, and z the direction perpendicular to the substrate, as
shown in Fig. 2. The gravitational term in Eq. 共1兲 is ignored
for film thicknesses hc   / g but retained for hc ⬃  / g.
Both regimes are considered when analyzing the spreading
dynamics below.
Equation 共1兲 is converted to dimensionless form through
introduction of the transformations 共 , 兲 = l−1共−x , y兲, h
= h̄ / hc, and t = t̄ / 共l / uc兲. The dynamic capillary length, l
= hc共3 Ca兲−1/3, represents the characteristic scale over which

capillary forces compete with the thermocapillary force and
viscous drag.28,29 The capillary number is defined by Ca
= uc / ␥, where uc = hc / 2 or uc = hc / 2 − gh2c / 3 depending on whether or not gravitational drainage presents a
counterflow. The film thickness, hc, denotes the characteristic
thickness far from the leading edge 共the “outer region”兲
where capillary forces are insignificant. For very thin films in
which drainage is negligible, the value of hc is set by the
experimental conditions at the upstream end which determine the film thickness emerging from the meniscus region
at the liquid source.25,26,55 When drainage is significant, the
value is set by the ratio ␣ / g, where ␣ is a proportionality
constant describing the relative strength between drainage
and Marangoni forces. For the case of competing thermocapillary and gravitational forces, there exists a rich structure of
compressive traveling waves 共Lax shocks兲, “undercompressive” traveling waves, and multiple traveling waves depending on the relative strength of the forces and the precursor
film thickness.11,12,53 Attention here is restricted to the monotonically decreasing fronts 共corresponding to undercompressive traveling wave solutions兲 that arise for comparable thermocapillary and gravitational forces 共␣ near unity兲, which
were previously found to be in good agreement with experimental data.7 In keeping with prior calculations, the sign of 
has been reversed so that this coordinate increases in the
direction of the liquid reservoir. The dimensionless form of
Eq. 共1兲 is given by
for hc  /g

ht − 关h2 − h3共ⵜ2h兲兴 + 关h3共ⵜ2h兲兴 = 0

共2兲
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for hc = ␣/g,
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where ⵜ2 =  +  and subscripts denote partial differentiation with respect to  ,  or t. Attention is restricted to ␣
⬍ 3 / 2, which corresponds to a net upward flux of liquid.7
A. Steady state solutions

The base flow solutions to Eqs. 共2兲 or 共3兲, which describe one-dimensional flow in the streamwise direction, ˆ ,
are solved subject to the boundary conditions h → 1 and
h → 0 as  → + ⬁ and h → b and h → 0 as  → −⬁. The
condition h → b as  → −⬁, with b  1, reflects the presence
of an ultrathin wetting film ahead of the nominal contact line.
This prewetting film serves to alleviate the stress singularity
arising from the no slip condition at a moving contact
line,42,43,45,56 as previously implemented in a number of
spreading problems.6,7,28,56–58 Although it has not been established experimentally that this precursor film exists in rapid
coating flows or flows using partially wetting liquids, it has
been observed in slowly moving wetting films driven by
thermal gradients,21 making this boundary condition a realistic choice.
The undisturbed solutions to Eqs. 共2兲 and 共3兲 are well
described by a traveling wave moving at constant speed c.
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FIG. 3. Numerical solution of the dimensionless, steady state profile, ho共兲.
Films driven strictly by Marangoni stresses with precursor film thicknesses
b = 0.10 and b = 0.01 develop pronounced capillary ridges. The film subject
to gravitational drainage with ␣ = 1 and b = 0.065 has a monotonically decreasing front.

FIG. 4. Dispersion curves, ␤共q兲, from eigenvalue analysis corresponding to
base state profiles shown in Fig. 3. Thinner film exhibits unstable flow for
q ⱗ 0.55. The inset contains results for the thicker film 共without a capillary
ridge兲, which exhibits stable flow for all disturbance wave numbers q ⬎ 0.

These undisturbed solutions are therefore stationary with respect to the coordinate  ⬅  + ct. The equations governing
the base state profiles, h0共兲, are then given by

for thermally driven films have produced characteristic film
thicknesses, hc, on the order of a micrometer. The value b
= 0.1 therefore corresponds to a prewetting film whose thickness is approximately 1000 Å, which is consistent with a
film grown by surface diffusion or van der Waals forces.
Results are also presented for b = 0.01 for comparison.

c M h0 − 共h20兲 + 共h30h0兲 = 0

共4兲

when hc   / g, and
3
2␣
c Dh 0 −
共h20兲 +
共h3兲 + 共h30h0兲 = 0
3 − 2␣
3 − 2␣ 0

B. Disturbance analysis of steady state solutions

共5兲

when hc = ␣ / g. Equations 共4兲 and 共5兲 are first integrated
subject to the boundary conditions that h0共 → ⬁ 兲 = 1 and
h0共 → − ⬁ 兲 = b. These conditions determine the overall constant of integration as well as the speed of the traveling
wave, which is found to be c M = 1 + b for hc   / g and cD
= 关3共1 + b兲 − 2␣共1 + b + b2兲兴 / 共3 − 2␣兲 for hc = ␣ / g. The remaining third order differential equations are converted to
three first order equations that are then solved as an initial
value problem.6,7,56,57,59 Comparison with experiment6,7 has
shown that both the predicted rates of spreading and the profile shapes described by Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲 are in very good
agreement with observed results.
Typical solutions for the shape of the spreading film near
the advancing front with and without gravitational drainage
are shown in Fig. 3. The solutions correspond to parameter
values b = 0.1 and b = 0.01 for hc   / g, and b = 0.065 for
␣ = 1. The numerical solution to Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲 requires
input values for b or ␣, which then uniquely determine the
speed and shape of the spreading film. When drainage effects
are negligible, the spreading film develops a strong capillary
rim at the leading edge, and larger values of b produce
smaller ridge amplitudes. When drainage is significant, the
flux balance can be accommodated by a film shape with a
monotonically decreasing profile and no evidence of a ridge.
In this case, once ␣ is specified, there exists only one value
of b for which the flux balance is achieved 共␣ = 1 and b
= 0.065 in Fig. 3兲. There are no traveling wave solutions for
other b corresponding to ␣ = 1, as other values of b result in
continuously evolving profiles or double shock structures, in
agreement with the results of Ref. 12. In all calculations the
chosen values for b correspond to realistic precursor film
thicknesses, and the calculated film profiles agree well with
experimental data.6,7 Experiments reported in the literature

To capture solutions describing incipient sinusoidal
growth of the spreading front in the transverse direction, ˆ ,
Eqs. 共2兲 and 共3兲 are perturbed about the steady traveling
wave solutions by seeking two-dimensional disturbances of
the form
h1共, ,t兲 = G共,t兲exp共iq兲,

共6兲

where q is the dimensionless wave number. Upon linearizing, the governing disturbance equations in the streamwise
direction are given by

G

+ 共1 + b兲G − 关2h0G − 3h20h0G
t

− h30共G − q2G兲兴 + h30共q4G − q2G兲 = 0
for thin films such that hc   / g, and

冋

共7兲

 G 3共1 + b兲 − 2␣共1 + b + b2兲

6
+
G −
h 0G
t
共3 − 2␣兲
 3 − 2␣
−

6␣ 2
h G − 3h20h0G − h30共G − q2G兲
3 − 2␣ 0

+ h30共q4G − q2G兲 = 0

册

共8兲

for thicker films scaled according to hc = ␣ / g. Both of
these equations are subject to the decay conditions G , G
→ 0 as  → ± ⬁.
1. Modal analysis

Exponential solutions to Eqs. 共7兲 and 共8兲 are sought such
that G共 , t兲 = H共兲exp共␤t兲, where ␤ denotes the dimensionless disturbance growth rate. The dispersion curves corresponding to the base state profiles shown in Fig. 3 are plotted
in Fig. 4. As illustrated by the curves in the larger plot in Fig.
4, there exists a band of wave numbers 0 ⬍ q ⱗ 0.55 for
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which the flow is unstable with a maximum growth rate occurring at q ⬇ 0.35 共and nearly insensitive to the precursor
film thickness兲 when gravitational drainage is negligible. If
gravitational drainage provides a counterflow large enough
to eliminate the capillary rim at the advancing front, the film
is stable to transverse sinusoidal disturbances of all wave
numbers, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. Previous work
exploring a larger range of input parameter values has confirmed this observation wherein depletion of the capillary
rim enhances film stability,6,7 as is also the case for a falling
film with a significant hydrostatic pressure component normal to the substrate.35 The shape of the eigensolutions, H共兲,
is shown in Sec. III B.
2. Transient, nonmodal analysis

Equations 共7兲 and 共8兲, which describe the evolution of an
infinitesimal disturbance to a thermally driven film, can be
expressed in operator form as a linear autonomous matrix A
acting on the discretized disturbance G according to dG / dt
= A共h0共兲 ; q兲G. The entries of A consist of the elements obtained from a central difference discretization of Eqs. 共7兲 or
共8兲. Because A is autonomous 共since the base flow is steady
in the traveling reference frame兲, the solution for G is explicitly given by G = exp共At兲G0, where G0 ⬅ G共t = 0兲 is the initial
disturbance to the film. Because A is non-normal, the leading
eigenvalue ␤ formally determines only the asymptotic stability of the linearized system as t → ⬁.8–10,41 The maximum
amplification9,41 of any disturbance applied to the system at
t = 0 is max共t兲 = 储exp共At兲储, which in principle may assume
values several orders of magnitude larger than exp共␤t兲. As
t → ⬁, the growth rate asymptotes to the modal result.
III. RESULTS OF NONMODAL ANALYSIS

The non-normality of A is due to the spatial inhomogeneity of the base state, h0共兲, because terms of the form
n
n
hm
0  /  , where m and n are integers, do not commute with
their transpose. The temporal evolution of 储exp共At兲储 is examined below in the 2-norm to determine the transient behavior of thermocapillary spreading with a precursor film
model. Emphasis is also focused on the propagation of an
initial disturbance to its final form at time t through exp共At兲.
The optimal 共i.e., most destabilizing兲 disturbance to the
spreading film at t = 0 and its final state at time t are determined within the linearized theory from the singular value
decomposition 共SVD兲 of the propagator9,41 according to
exp共At兲 = U⌺V†. The optimal initial disturbance, Vopt, is the
first column of the unitary matrix V. The corresponding
evolved state, Uopt, is the first column of the unitary matrix
U. The elements of the diagonal matrix ⌺ determine the
amplification of each orthonormal column of V over the time
interval t. The leading entry of ⌺ then determines the amplification of the optimal disturbance: max = 储exp共At兲储.
A. Amplification ratio

Matrix norms and singular value decompositions were
calculated using MATLAB 5.3.60 The elements of the matrix A
were obtained from discretization by central differences, and
the number of grid points ranged from 1000 to 5000. Care

FIG. 5. Maximum possible amplification of disturbances within a time interval t. 共a兲 Thin film driven strictly by thermocapillary stresses for b
= 0.10 and b = 0.01. 共b兲 Thicker film subject to gravitational drainage where
␣ = 1.0 and b = 0.065.

was taken that the computational domain was sufficiently
large, as smaller domains would artificially pin the initial
disturbances to the far edge of the domain in the precursor
film region 共equivalent to specifying a maximum spatial extent of the initial disturbance to the precursor film兲. In order
to determine the size of the appropriate domain, the base
flow profiles were extended on either side 关since h0共 → ⬁ 兲
= 1 and h0共 → − ⬁ 兲 = b兴 and the singular value decomposition computed. The chosen domain size ensured that the
value of 储exp共At兲储 did not differ and that neither Vopt nor
Uopt changed form or location upon reduction.
Since all the experiments in the literature have reported
rivulet formation within dimensionless times ranging from
1 ⬍ t ⬍ 15 共see Sec. IV below兲 for unstable flows, computations were extended through t = 30 to ensure that the relevant
dynamics were captured. For the cases studied, it was found
that by t = 30, the optimal disturbance had evolved to a shape
closely or exactly matching the shape of the eigenfunction
predicted from linear stability analysis, indicating that t = 30
represents reasonably “late” times in the spreading dynamics. Plotted in Fig. 5 is ln储exp共At兲储 for several wave numbers
q corresponding to the base states shown in Fig. 3. Results
for a thin film, hc   / g, are plotted in the top figure, while
the bottom figure contains plots for a thicker film with hc
=  / g.
There is a modest amount of nonmodal amplification of
disturbances, as indicated primarily by the nonlinear portions
of the curves at early times in Fig. 5共a兲. This growth arises
from the interaction of the nonorthogonal eigenvectors with
different decay rates. The transient amplification depends
rather strongly on the precursor film thickness35,36 b 共in-
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creases with decreasing b兲 but only weakly on the wave
number q. Exponential growth corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue found from modal analysis begins around t = 10
shear times for the q = 0.35 mode, which indicates that the
system relatively quickly converges to the unstable state predicted by modal linear stability theory. Disturbances with
asymptotically stable wave numbers begin to decay exponentially by the time at which the contact line has spread over
the length of the precursor film used for the computations.
The domain size in these computations was sufficiently long
that this decay is not evident at the times shown in the figures. Transient amplification is sustained while disturbances
to the precursor film are convected to the contact line in the
moving reference frame, as explained in Sec. IV below. Disturbances to the macroscopic capillary ridge do not undergo
significant transient growth.
The curves in Fig. 5共b兲 represent the growth of disturbances applied to the base state shown in Fig. 3 with significant drainage. The response to disturbances of wave number
q = 0.30 and q = 0.60 mimic the ordering in the decay rate
predicted in Fig. 4. This system experiences modest transient
growth that slowly decays to an asymptotically stable state.
Because the corresponding values of ␤共q兲 in Fig. 4 are of
order 10−2, the decay is rather gradual and is not visible in
Fig. 5共b兲. The extremely long domains required to capture
the decay of disturbances of arbitrary spatial extent at the
correspondingly large times require excessive computational
time. As discussed below in Sec. IV, perturbations encountered in experiments should have a finite spatial extent, and
the decay of such disturbances will be much more rapid. The
amplification ratios plotted in Fig. 5 represent the maximum
possible amplification of arbitrary disturbances. For given
experimental conditions, the amplification should be less because the perturbations will be of finite extent and may not
be of optimal form.
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FIG. 6. 共a兲 Normalized optimal initial excitation, Vopt, and 共b兲 the evolved
state after time t, maxUopt, for a disturbance of wave number, q = 0.35,
applied to the base state with b = 0.1 shown in Fig. 3. The eigenfunction H
found from linear stability theory is plotted alongside the curves in 共b兲.

wave number, q = 0.35. The disturbance applied at t = 0 that
elicits the largest response at t = 1 is centered in the precursor
region just forward of the apparent contact line near the forward part of the capillary ridge, which supports the interpre-

B. Optimal perturbations

It is also of interest to investigate the particular disturbances that elicit maximal response during the spreading
process and to relate these functions to the shape and location of the eigenfunctions obtained from modal linear stability theory. These results elucidate the most vulnerable regions of the film to perturbations. Shown in Figs. 6–8 are the
optimal initial states, Vopt, and corresponding final states,
maxUopt, obtained from SVD decomposition of the propagator, exp共At兲. Figures 6 and 7 show plots of excitations for
two selected wave numbers, q = 0.35 and q = 0.80, which are
representative of asymptotically unstable and stable states,
respectively, when gravitational drainage is negligible. Figure 8 shows plots of excitations for wave number q = 0.60
applied to a film stabilized by gravitational drainage. The
magnitude of the optimal disturbances, Vopt共t兲, is normalized
to unity, and the magnitude of the evolved states correspond
to the amplification of Vopt共t兲 over the time t 共as shown in
Fig. 5兲 so that the evolution of the different perturbations can
be compared.
Figure 6 contains plots of the optimal initial excitations
and corresponding responses for an asymptotically unstable

FIG. 7. 共a兲 Normalized optimal initial excitation, Vopt, and 共b兲 the evolved
state after time t, maxUopt, for a disturbance of wave number, q = 0.80,
applied to the base state with b = 0.1 shown in Fig. 3. The eigenfunction H
found from linear stability theory is plotted alongside the curves in 共b兲.
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FIG. 8. 共a兲 Normalized optimal initial excitation, Vopt, and 共b兲 the evolved
state after time t, maxUopt, for a disturbance of wave number, q = 0.60,
applied to the base state with ␣ = 1 and b = 0.065 shown in Fig. 3. The
eigenfunction H found from linear stability theory is plotted alongside the
curves in 共b兲.

tation of the contact line as a noise amplifier.35,36 The corresponding evolved state is focused at the nominal contact line
and forward portion of the capillary ridge. The initial disturbances that elicit the maximal response at later times extend
further ahead of the contact line into the precursor region and
also broaden to encompass much of the capillary ridge while
maintaining a peak of maximum amplitude at the contact
line, which is the most vulnerable region of the film. By a
dimensionless time t = 30 the evolved state is nearly indistinguishable from the eigenfunction calculated from the standard modal theory, and the optimal disturbance is quantitatively similar to the corresponding eigenfunction of the
adjoint linear operator. Evolved states corresponding to the
optimal disturbances from earlier times asymptote to the
leading eigenfunction even more quickly, as the transient period is shorter for disturbances of smaller spatial extent.
The initial excitations and evolved responses for an asymptotically stable wave number, q = 0.80, are plotted in Fig.
7. The optimal initial excitations for short times are localized
near the apparent contact line, as they are for unstable wave
numbers. The excitations that induce the optimal response at
later times, however, do not broaden to encompass any of the
capillary ridge but migrate further into the precursor film.
The differences between Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that while the
initial perturbations that induce the optimal response at later
times for unstable wave numbers encompass most of the
spreading film, the analogous excitations for stable wave
numbers are confined to a region beyond the nominal contact
line.
By contrast, Fig. 8 contains plots of the response for a
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thicker film in which gravitational drainage has eliminated
the presence of the capillary ridge. While the film is asymptotically stable, the optimal initial disturbances differ from
Fig. 7 in that they quickly broaden to encompass the spreading film and the entire precursor region. The majority of the
initial disturbance is weighted toward the precursor film as
before but still includes the nominal contact line. The responses asymptote toward the eigenfunction, H共兲, more
slowly than in Fig. 7 because the associated growth rates,
␤共q兲, are smaller by an order of magnitude.
A straightforward physical interpretation can be given to
the optimal initial disturbance, Vopt, that is applied to the
system at time t = 0. The system’s response, given by the
corresponding final state, maxUopt, is the evolved disturbance after the specified time interval t. A disturbance applied to the precursor film elicits a significant response from
the system once the apparent contact line at the front of the
capillary ridge encounters the disturbance. A disturbance applied far ahead of the capillary ridge will not induce a significant response until the film has spread far enough to encounter the disturbance. The base states are computed in a
moving reference frame in which the initial disturbances are
convected toward the stationary film. Disturbances that elicit
the maximum response at short times are therefore focused at
the apparent contact line, while the optimal initial disturbances at later times migrate further into the precursor region
so that they will continually excite the system over several
units of dimensionless time. In the limit t → ⬁ the most unstable mode, H共兲, dominates the system’s response to perturbations. Since the linearized disturbance operator is nonnormal, this mode is optimally excited by its associated
adjoint eigenvector, H* 关limt→⬁Vopt共t兲 = H*兴.41 If the linearized disturbance operator were normal, then the optimal disturbance would be the leading eigenvector and would not
extend into the precursor film, as H and H* differ significantly in shape.
For asymptotically stable wave numbers, the peaks of
maximal amplitude for later times migrate far into the precursor film. Because the system is asymptotically stable to
these perturbations, the optimal response is obtained if the
contact line encounters the perturbation close to the time at
which the maximum is being sought. The optimal perturbations shown in Fig. 7共a兲 for each time t would be convected
共in the moving frame兲 to the front of the capillary ridge just
prior to the time being considered. If the contact line and
front of the capillary ridge were perturbed only at time t = 0,
the response would have decayed away by time t  1.
For the slip model of the contact line,9,10 by contrast, the
optimal disturbances of any wave number exhibit a peak of
maximum amplitude at the contact line, and disturbances to
the macroscopic film quickly undergo behavior predicted by
modal analysis with little transient growth. The structure of
optimal excitations for the slip10 and precursor film models
are compared in Fig. 9 for the wave number q = 0.35. At t
= 1, the optimal excitations for each model have a peak of
maximal amplitude centered at the contact line at  = 0. By
t = 10, however, the excitations for the precursor film model
extend well into the precursor film ahead of the nominal
contact line. This shape allows a much longer excitation of
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found in Ref. 63. A recent comparison of transient growth in
films driven by gravity for slip and precursor film models is
given in Ref. 46.
IV. DISCUSSION

FIG. 9. Comparison of the optimal excitations, Vopt共t兲, from the slip and
precursor film models for the unstable wavenumber q = 0.35 at times t = 1
and t = 10. The parameters are b = 0.1 and ␣ = 0 for the precursor film model.
The calculations for the slip model 共Ref. 10兲 use a slip coefficient of 0.1 and
a contact slope of 0.1.

the nominal contact line as the film spreads over the perturbations, leading to larger transient growth. These results further demonstrate that most of the nonmodal growth occurs as
the contact line of the spreading film adjusts to perturbations.
Because disturbances to the film cannot extend beyond the
contact line for the slip model, and because the contact slope
is fixed in most applications of that model, the amount and
duration of the nonmodal amplification are significantly less
than for the precursor film model considered here. These
restrictions on the slip model can be at least partially overcome by allowing disturbances to the slip coefficient61 and
by formulating the problem in terms of a speed-dependent
contact angle62 that can adjust to perturbations.
There are meaningful differences between perturbations
to the precursor film and slip coefficient due to the wetting
properties of the liquid, however. Perturbations to the precursor film of a wetting fluid can correspond to actual perturbations in the film thickness because the liquid wets the substrate ahead of the nominal contact line. For partially wetting
fluids described by the slip model, however, perturbations to
the film cannot extend beyond the actual contact line. Perturbations of the slip coefficient can be used to represent surface
heterogeneity that the film encounters as it spreads, and the
resulting transient behavior would correspond the response
of the film to external 共parametric兲 forcing. A more detailed
comparison of the transient behavior of disturbances to thermally driven films with different contact line models can be

While the finite time behavior of disturbances governed
by non-normal operators can only be formally described by a
transient analysis, the quantification of “early” or “late”
times depends critically on the characteristic shear time of a
particular flow configuration and the time of experimental
observation. For unstable flow, the relevant ratio is the onset
time for instability versus the characteristic shear time. Previous detailed comparison of all available experimental data
with the results of eigenvalue analysis for the thermally
driven film has proved quite favorable. Recent studies employing slip9,10 and a structured 共van der Waals兲 precursor
film8 to model the contact line demonstrated that for these
models the transient growth is small and of short duration,
which explained the accuracy of modal analysis of the nonnormal system. The flat precursor film model considered
here admits more sustained transient growth than do the
other two models, although the asymptotic predictions are
identical.10,63 Careful analysis reveals that the characteristics
of this transient growth and the optimal disturbances are consistent with these other studies and their strong agreement
with experimental results due to the moderate amount of
possible transient growth and the rapid approach to the solutions from modal theory.
Although several independent groups have conducted
experiments on thermally driven films with and without
drainage effects, the onset time for corrugation and fingering
at the advancing front has only explicitly been measured in a
few cases. A review of the available literature reveals five
representative experiments for which some data exists on the
timescale of observation and the onset time for instability. An
extensive comparison between experiment and predictions
from modal linear stability theory for the shape and speed of
the base flow profiles, the wavelength selected by experiment, and the finger growth rate within the linear regime
yielded excellent agreement.6,7 Table I contains the parameter values and estimates of the characteristic shear time, ts,
for each experiment along with the estimated time, to, at
which the front corrugation first appears 共for unstable flow兲,

TABLE I. Parameter values used to estimate the characteristic shear time, ts, and the observation time, to, for
fingering onset or stable flow. The last column represents the number of shear times that have elapsed by finger
onset 共in unstable flows兲 or during the observation period 共for stable flows兲. Remaining variables are described
in the text.
Reference

6
6 and 9
10
5
5




共dyn/ cm2兲

Stable 共S兲 or
Unstable 共U兲

l
共m兲

Uexp
共m / s兲

ts = l / Uexp
共s兲

to
共s兲

t = to / ts

共ps兲
0.20
0.20
0.48
0.31
0.27

2.1
1.0
0.35
0.086
0.185

U
U
U
S
S

25
20
467
168
263

3
1
5.76
0.053
0.249

8.3
20
81
3170
1056

90
⬍300
60
ⱕ24 h
ⱕ24 h

11
⬍15
1.4
ⱕ27
ⱕ82
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FIG. 10. Amplification of Vopt共t = 1兲 vs t for a thin film and b = 0.01. The
transient amplification ceases as soon as the contact line passes over the
disturbance. Similar curves result from using a short length of precursor film
to compute ln储exp共At兲储, which is equivalent to limiting the maximum extent
of the initial disturbance.

or the maximum observation time 共for stable flow兲. The onset of unstable flow is taken to be the point in time at which
the spreading front is first observed to undergo a coherent
transverse corrugation 共that later develops into liquid rivulets兲. The unstable films were observed to undergo spanwise
corrugation within a time interval 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 15, depending on
experimental conditions. For stable flow, no frontal corrugation was observed even after 30− 80 shear times 共the duration of the experiments兲. The time scales relevant to unstable
flow are therefore contained within the time intervals studied
in Figs. 5–8. More significantly, as suggested by Figs. 5 and
6, the exponential regime establishes itself well within ten
shear times for the most asymptotically unstable wave numbers observed in experiments, which likely explains the success of eigenvalue analysis in predicting the various characteristics of thermally driven films. The transient period thus
corresponds to short experimental times 共on the order of several minutes or less兲, and the system quickly undergoes a
fingering instability whose features are very well predicted
by modal linear stability theory.
The rapid onset of the exponential regime for short disturbances 共characteristic of experimental noise兲 is clearly
evident in Fig. 10, which contains a plot of the amplification
from the propagation of Vopt共t = 1兲 forward in time for a thin
film in which drainage is negligible. The transient growth
ceases as soon the contact line passes over the disturbance,
which occurs just after t = 1, and demonstrates that the “longtime” modal regime may be attained very early in the spreading dynamics. A similarly rapid transition to modal growth
occurs as soon as the contact line passes over longer disturbances. Long disturbances to the precursor film are analogous to exciting the contact line region of the film continuously 共as the disturbances are convected toward it兲, and
disturbances of such long extent, which are the optimal disturbances for larger times, are unlikely to occur in experiments on smooth and homogeneous substrates. Even for
these optimal disturbances of arbitrarily long extent, however, the modal regime is approached by t ⬇ 10 shear times
for q = 0.35, the most asymptotically unstable wave number.
There are two scenarios in which transient growth could
invalidate the results from a modal linear stability analysis.14
In a purely linear scenario,35 an initial disturbance with wave
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number q and magnitude 储G0储 = a could be transiently amplified by the factor d, thereby producing a perturbation of magnitude ad = O共1兲. The transient effects would dominate if d
ⲏ a−1 and if this amplification were to occur on a time scale
shorter than 1 / ␤共qmax兲, which would result in fingers with
wave number q rather than qmax. In a second scenario,14,37 an
initial disturbance could be transiently amplified by the linear part of the evolution operator, and the nonlinear terms
could produce secondary disturbances that are further transiently amplified. This mechanism could lead to a positive
feedback loop and nonlinear “bootstrapping,” although this
type of nonlinear instability seems unlikely for typical experimental conditions. Physically, transient growth occurs as
disturbances to the precursor film interact with the nominal
contact line, and the amplified structure 共the evolved state at
time t兲 is located at the forward portion of the capillary ridge
or monotonic front 共see Figs. 6–8兲. Secondary disturbances
produced by the nonlinear terms are not expected to propagate ahead of the spreading film and to reexcite the contact
line 共as disturbances are convected from the precursor film to
the contact line in the moving reference frame兲, which is
required for further amplification.
While transient growth may not be important for thin
films with capillary ridges because of the rapid attainment of
modal growth, it may be more significant for thicker films
without capillary ridges. Because the leading eigenvalues for
the monotonic front shown in Fig. 8 are small in magnitude
and negative, there is a slow decay to the modal results
共longer period of transient growth兲, as shown in Fig. 5共b兲.
For this case, initial perturbations of magnitude close to the
precursor film thickness 共b兲 can be amplified by a factor
⬇b−1, which in theory may make possible the purely linear
scenario for transient effects to be important. Since instability is not observed in experiments, however, transient effects
must not be physically significant. The predicted transient
linear dynamics based on the precursor film model must
therefore be interpreted carefully. These conclusions are in
agreement with recent nonlinear computations16 that show
the strong stability of the advancing front of double shock
structures that can occur in thermally driven climbing films.
There are several possible reasons for which the predictions of modal theory agree with experiment despite the presence of transient growth. Very long optimal disturbances 共or
long precursor films兲 may not be physically realized in experiments on homogeneous surfaces, the disturbances arising
from experimental “noise” may be much smaller than the
thickness of the precursor film appropriate for theoretical
studies, or the precursor film model may not adequately capture the transient dynamics of spreading films. Alternatively,
while disturbances that can undergo significant transient
growth might be realized under experimental conditions,
nonlinear effects could suppress the disturbance amplification in linearly stable films. Such strong nonlinear suppression of disturbances was reported for the case of a falling
film along an inclined plane.64 These results are expected to
hold for thermally driven films because of the similarities of
the governing equations, and a weakly nonlinear analysis and
fully nonlinear simulations of the evolution of disturbances
to the film could verify these effects for the thermocapillary
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spreading considered here. Similar computational studies
employing a transversely modulated precursor film to mimic
patterned surfaces have been used to assess the nonlinear
dynamics and interactions of perturbations of different wave
numbers for films spreading along inclined planes.47–52 Experiments on spreading films on chemically patterned
surfaces65 could also be used to assess the predictions of
transient dynamics, as the patterning could impose small but
long disturbances of specified wave number. Determining the
response to these perturbations and the size of the perturbations required to induce instability in linearly stable films 共if
possible兲 would provide useful comparisons for further theoretical work.
V. CONCLUSION

The transient behavior and stability characteristics of a
climbing film driven to spread by a constant shear stress
applied via a linear temperature profile have been examined
for a flat precursor film model. The maximum amplification
of disturbances applied to thin films driven strictly by Marangoni stresses and to thicker films whose flow is modulated
by the additional presence of gravitational drainage has been
studied. The steady state film profiles for these two examples
differ considerably. In particular, the thinner films develop a
pronounced capillary ridge at the leading edge that is quite
susceptible to lateral breakup and rivulet formation, while
the thicker films do not develop a ridge and are asymptotically stable. Because the linearized disturbance operator, A,
for these systems is non-normal, a transient analysis was
used to determine the maximum amplification of arbitrary
initial disturbances and the optimal 共most destabilizing兲 excitations to the spreading film. Comparison with experiment
reveals that the transient period is relatively short lived and
terminates as soon as the contact line passes over the perturbation, which likely explains the success of the long-time
analysis in describing various details of the spreading film
and fingering behavior.
For both asymptotically stable and unstable flows, the
optimal excitations initially are narrowly focused at the
nominal contact line. As time increases these disturbances
broaden significantly and extend far into the precursor region
ahead of the spreading film. Optimal disturbances corresponding to asymptotically unstable flows also encompass
the entire thick portion of the film. The shape of the optimal
disturbances and adjoint eigenvectors confirms that the contact line is the region of the film most vulnerable to perturbations. For thin films that are asymptotically unstable,
modal growth corresponding to the most unstable eigenvalue
is recovered early in the spreading dynamics, which explains
the accuracy of modal linear stability predictions in describing various characteristics of the fingering instability observed in experiments. For thicker films that are asymptotically stable, the transient regime can persist much longer.
Experiments for this regime have confirmed the linear stability predictions, indicating that transient growth does not induce instability. Taken together, studies of the optimal excitations in thermocapillary spreading for different contact line
models8–10,63,66 therefore reveal that disturbances extending

far ahead of the contact line most effectively destabilize the
spreading film. Such disturbances to the film thickness can
occur in the wetting films appropriately described by the
precursor film model, in which the fluid wets the substrate
ahead of the nominal contact line. For the partially wetting
films described by a slip model, however, such disturbances
to the film thickness cannot occur, and the transient amplification is less 共although the modal results agree quantitatively兲. Additional insight into the transient dynamics of
these systems may be gained from further analysis of the
nonlinear evolution of disturbances and experiments on micropatterned surfaces, which could provide a controlled
method of introducing surface heterogeneity.
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